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Abstract 

Currently, European farmers do not have access to a sufficient number and diversity of crop species/varieties. This prevents them from designing more resilient cropping A
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systems to abiotic and biotic stresses. Crop diversification is a key lever to reduce pest (pathogens, animal pests and weeds) pressures at all spatial levels from fields to landscapes. In this context, plant breeding should consist of: i) increased efforts in the development of new or minor crop varieties to foster diversity of cropping systems, and ii) focus on more resilient varieties showing local adaptation. This new breeding paradigm, called here “breeding for Integrated Pest Management (IPM)”, may boost IPM – through the development of cultivars with tolerance or resistance to key pests – with an ultimate goal of reducing reliance on conventional pesticides. At the same time, this paradigm has legal and practical implications for future breeding programs, including those targeting sustainable agricultural systems. By putting these issues into the context, this paper presents the key outcomes of a questionnaire survey as well as experts’ views expressed during an EU workshop entitled “Breeding for IPM in sustainable agricultural systems”.  
Keywords: Crop diversification, decentralization, DUS, food security, minor crops, participatory plant breeding, seed legislation, sustainable agriculture 
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1. Introduction 

For effective management of crop pests (pest in sensu lato which includes animal pests, diseases and weeds), Integrated Pest Management (IPM) combines all available crop protection strategies, including non-chemical (biological, cultural, genetic, mechanical and physical) and chemical (as the last resort) measures.1,2 By prioritizing the adoption of non-chemical measures, IPM represents an important approach to sustainable and durable pest management. Unlike conventional crop protection that emphasizes resistant varieties (pre-epidemic, as prevention) and chemical treatments (during or post-epidemic, as control), IPM focuses mainly on the deployment of cultivar resistance in combination with agronomic practices, especially rotations and enhancement of natural biological control, and strives to avoid the need for chemical measures. 
As a preventive measure, plant genetic resources (resistant, partially-resistant or tolerant varieties) play an important role in IPM. Breeding crops suitable for specific local conditions is of paramount importance for IPM to keep the use of pesticides at a minimum level. Under the current legislation, this approach implies a need for breeding individual and, usually, genetically uniform varieties for each specific local condition. However, genetically uniform crops may not be able to fulfil the needs of IPM because of increases in climatic variation and often rapid adaptation of pest populations. Therefore, in addition to resistance (i.e. capacity of plants to prevent pest attacks and/or reduce their associated populations), a focus on crop resilience (i. e. capacity of crops to respond to a disturbance by resisting biotic and abiotic damage and recovering quickly)3 is a prerequisite for IPM and there is a need for defined traits of resilience for breeding. 
Currently, private plant breeding programs are market-driven and mostly targeted towards conventional agriculture. This is not consistent with the societal demand we are 
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facing today which calls for the diversification of agriculture to fit contrasting environments and to ensure sustainability.4,5 There are increasing concerns that current breeding programs do not fulfil the needs of IPM and that besides focusing on resistance genes sensu stricto, plant breeding needs to consider other agronomic traits such as complementary cultivation practices and diversification strategies within and among crops.6 This means that varieties chosen for IPM may or may not be diverse than those aimed for organic farming. While varieties bred for organic farming are partially compatible with breeding for IPM, it may not be the opposite since these two systems differ each other (Box 1). This raises questions about whether plant breeders must adopt distinct breeding programs for different environments and cultivation practices (e.g. how to breed for agricultural practices that mix different crop species in the same plot or/and the same farm) in order to boost IPM. In addition, it is not clear if conventional breeding programs are compatible with IPM measures or if they need further improvements/adaptations. Taking into account the importance of this topic, the European Research Area Network of Integrated Pest Management in Europe (ERA-NET "C-IPM; http://c-ipm.org/) organized a two and half day workshop entitled ‘Breeding for IPM in sustainable agricultural systems‘. The workshop was held from the 4th to 6th July 2016 at the Plant Breeding and Acclimatization Institute, Radzików, Poland (http://ihar.edu.pl/C-IPM_workshop.php). This paper is partly built on the major outcomes of a questionnaire survey implemented pre-workshop as well as experts’ views expressed during the workshop on the issues described above and reports the results in view of the current literature.  
2. Design and analysis of the questionnaire survey on breeding for 

IPM 
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2.1. Questionnaire design and survey 

A questionnaire was designed in collaboration with European experts involved in the scientific committee of the workshop. The objective of the questionnaire was to collect the most relevant information concerning breeding for IPM. The questionnaire included nine questions with multiple-choice answers and provided the opportunity for the respondents to express alternative opinions (Table 1; Supplementary material S1). 
The questionnaire was sent out by e-mail, five weeks before the workshop. The goal was to receive feedback from as many experts as possible throughout Europe, to learn about their views on breeding for IPM. In total, the questionnaire was sent out to 46 people from 19 European countries: Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey. The recipients were chosen based on their scientific expertise and practical experience on the topic. Feedback was requested only from those participants who were comfortable with the content of the questionnaire, meaning that they had a strong expertise to provide relevant answers to the questionnaire. A reminder was sent out to non-respondents three weeks before the workshop. All questionnaire survey materials were provided in English (Table 1).  

2.2 Face-to-face discussion during the workshop 

Fifty-seven experts from 16 European countries — including scientists, governmental officials, policy makers, company representatives and agricultural advisors — met and discussed several issues. These included: i) whether IPM calls for the development of new breeding objectives and methods, ii) if there are already ongoing R&D programs on breeding for IPM, both at national and European level, and iii) how we can promote IPM measures by combining agronomic practices with the newly-deployed breeding 
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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materials. Plenary discussions held during the workshop aimed to address the issues described above. 
2.3. Data analysis and results 

For each question with multiple answers, data were expressed in percentage, which was given by the ratio between the number of responses obtained and the number of total respondents (Table 1). 
Overall, we received 39 answers from 16 European countries. A summary of the analyzed responses is presented in Table 1. Among the selectable answers there was no overall consensus among the respondents, in regard to what breeding for IPM is. Most respondents agreed that breeding targeting sustainable pest and disease resistance (69%) and combining/adapting breeding strategies with other agronomic practices (59%) was part of breeding for IPM (Table 1). This suggests that there was a general confusion among respondents between “breeding for sustainable resistance” and “breeding for IPM”; the former focusing on individual crop genetics to combat biotic attack whereas the latter considers the cropping system as a whole (genetics + agronomy). Depending on how the question was phrased, most respondents agreed that agronomic practices and traits need to be considered in breeding for IPM (49% in question 1 and 87% in question 5). In contrast, only 36% of the respondents considered organic breeding as breeding for IPM (Table 1). This could be because the European experts polled were not familiar with breeding for IPM or for organic farming systems.  
Some recent transnational projects (i.e. ABSTRESS, BIOEXPLOIT, SOLIBAM, COBRA, DIVERSIFOOD, Breed4Future, MULTIRES and EMPHASIS) in Europe clearly emphasize the increasing trend toward breeding for sustainable, and/or organic agricultural systems 
(Supplementary material S1). A number of initiatives at national levels — in France, 
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Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Norway and Switzerland — highlight that there is interest in breeding for low-input agricultural systems which can promote IPM (see question 3; Supplementary material S1). From the analysis of the survey, it appears that several factors need to be considered to promote breeding for IPM at the European level, including development of varieties for specific regional and site-specific conditions, minor crops, and a special focus on the enhancement of crop diversification (Table 1; Supplementary material S1).  
Three strategies were advocated by most of the respondents to integrate existing breeding technologies into a wider IPM context: i) breeding for durability of resistance/tolerance (i.e. intrinsic durability and/or higher resistance variability for better R gene deployment), ii) breeding for resistance in minor crops (especially those having allelopathic activity including many Brassica species); and iii) breeding for IPM including local adaptation (i.e. terroir effects, local disease pressures, positive interactions with biological control) and intra-/inter-specific mixtures or other alternative cultivation practices (i.e. intercropping ). The combination of agronomic and resistance traits was selected as a means to integrate existing breeding technologies into a wider IPM context by most respondents as well as a priority on disease resistance breeding (87%). Factors explicitly named as important for IPM were: development of varieties with higher resistance to soil- and seed-borne pathogens to reduce the reliance on seed treatments; making plants less attractive or repellent to animal pests and more competitive or allelopathic to weeds; integration of available biochemical, physiological and genetic traits that are unfavorable for pests into practical breeding programs; a better understanding of the interactions between plants/environments/pathogens; and breeding varieties that have a reasonable level of resistance to all important diseases and pests rather than focusing on “super” resistance to only a few diseases/pests (Supplementary material 
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S1). Currently, the list of recommended varieties does not usually consider varieties that have a relatively low resistance level to important diseases/pests. Growers are increasingly concerned by 'super resistance' due to issues encountered over the last decade — particularly the breakdown of major R gene resistance, for example, with wheat rusts. 
A clear trend from the survey is that breeding for disease resistance should be the most important priority (Table 1). However, targets of breeding for IPM R&D programs may differ from one region to another due to local conditions (e.g. diseases are more important in humid regions while exotic insect pests could be priority problems along coastal regions as they arrive from other geographical regions). Only 31% and 28% of the respondents thought that the focus should be on intercropping of multiple species and intraspecific mixtures, respectively. Importantly, however, in the freely written replies, very specific breeding goals such as breeding for diversity, integration of the plant microbiome, resilience and several other diversity-associated traits were suggested 
(Supplementary material S1). Crop rotation was considered as the most important agronomic lever for IPM, followed by intercropping and intraspecific diversity (Table 1).  

3. Recommendations to boost IPM through breeding 

Based on the outcomes of the plenary sessions and subsequent discussions, the working group of European experts discussed current implementation status in breeding programs of different IPM tools in conventional, organic and low-input farming systems 
(Table 2). In particular, it was highlighted that while breeding has strongly focused on host genetic resistance to diseases and pests in all farming systems, although to a different extent, most IPM leverages are not still considered as breeding target in none of the three 
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farming systems (Table 2). The working group also provided the following recommendations to be considered in future breeding programs to help boost IPM.   
 

3.1. Make the regulatory systems more favorable for IPM 

According to EU legislation, a plant variety can be commercialized only after its registration in the EU catalogue; however to be registered, it must meet the so-called DUS (distinctiveness, uniformity and stability) evaluation criteria.4,5 These standards warrant that a newly proposed variety, by a seed company, for registration has really new and distinct characteristics than the existing cultivars. Such a new variety should be fixed genetically (highly homozygous inbred lines), and therefore can be multiplied and distributed in the future without significant variations in their characteristics. The DUS precludes any genetic diversity within varieties, and therefore within fields, as they are usually seeded by single varieties. In addition, although regulations for variety registration differ among countries, often those regulations include standards known as “value for cultivation and use”  (VCU) which measure agronomic performance and technical end-use quality in conventional systems.5,7 The VCU warrants that a registered variety is providing a genetic progress in productivity, quality, or disease resistance. In most cases, these performances are evaluated in multi-local experiments using conventional cropping practices (however, VCU for organic systems exist). This represents a paradox leading to a lack of suitable varieties for IPM systems: plant varieties are primarily selected and centralized across breeding stations which are often in the best growing areas and as such most modern varieties are developed for and tested in conventional cropping systems with a high input of pesticides. Testing in different environments may result in important changes in traits of importance (e.g. early 
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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development).8 The main bottlenecks in cropping system diversification are the number of varieties commercially available to farmers, and the lack of genetic diversity within and among varieties following their registration post-DUS. Consequently, farmers willing to adopt IPM systems are often deprived of varieties adapted to their farming systems. Indeed, over 95% of varieties used today, including those in organic agriculture, were initially bred for conventional systems.9 Because the adoption of IPM principles is mandatory in the EU2, it is important that farmers have access to adequate plant varieties that are easily adaptable to local conditions. To fit with IPM, besides good levels of resistance to reduce the need for pesticides, plant varieties must be more resilient to combined biotic and abiotic stresses, and be more adaptable to changes in pest pressure, reduced N input, etc. Resilience and adaptability require a certain level of functional within-crop diversity. This can be achieved through variety mixtures, diversified varieties, and intercropping.10 Thus, just increasing the number of varieties on the market does not promote IPM if those varieties were not bred for its purposes. The paradigm of breeding for resistance and genetic uniformity in breeding for IPM must be changed; however,  this is more complex than just registering more varieties and will require legal changes. Until these new varieties are available, existing varieties on the market should be screened for their suitability for IPM-based production systems. In particular, a higher adaptability of a given variety to different ecological and epidemiological conditions is highly helpful for IPM purposes.11 
3.2. Decentralize the variety selection process based on participatory plant 

breeding programs to test for resilience in contrasting environments or 

cultivation practices 
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Local and specific cropping/environmental conditions create micro-markets for breeders. While these micro-markets may not be realistically covered or targeted by private breeding companies, breeding varieties for specific regions is common practice. If breeders see a market for IPM varieties they will change their present selection system and focus on IPM-type selection systems. Breeders have many selection sites and demo-farms across Europe and thus they would be able to decentralizing selection to a certain degree. Taking a step further by including local farmers will facilitate the move from current breeding to IPM-breeding.  
Heterogeneous populations based on multiple crosses, combined with on-farm cultivation and selection, allow for the evolution of specific adaptation. This has been suggested for other forms of sustainable agricultural systems including organic breeding.6 For this to be legally and practically possible, there is a need for considerable legislative changes including the development of means that will allow for unequivocal varietal identification or alternative ways to ensure that breeders are adequately compensated for their efforts.5 
Decentralization of the selection process has been proposed as an important strategy to favor selection in a targeted environment.12 However, decentralized selection on regional research stations may not be representative of on-farm environments and management in the long-term when considering changing climate and pest populations. Therefore, it will be desirable to select more resilient varieties which can adapt to different environments as well as to environmental changes rather than focusing on one cultivar per environment. To address this problem, participatory plant breeding (PPB) strategies10 have to be considered as it reduces differences between selection sites and the target environments.12,13 PPB considers both farmer’s specific knowledge about 
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environmental conditions and plant traits that are adapted to local situations. One of the major drawbacks of conventional breeding lies in the fact that the need for specific traits (both agronomic and quality) for different environments and management practices has been poorly considered in the official varietal registration process. However, the situation has evolved recently in many countries, especially for the registration of varieties adapted to organic farming. Because agricultural systems that aim to promote IPM face different challenges that are not present in conventional systems (e.g. more heterogeneous environmental conditions, small market size resulting in a lack of interest by the private seed sector),  it is essential that PPB strategies that address such issues are adopted.14 As highlighted in a previous study,6 a project with the involvement of farmers can have far greater durability than a project tied to a particular grant or funding source without farmers. PPB promotes a sustainable process of varietal innovation, not necessarily leading to newly fixed varieties, but rather to well-adapted heterogeneous populations for specific farms or regions which can continue to evolve.  
3.3. Focus on breeding for crop diversification  

Although mixed cropping systems provide several benefits they are not much adopted by farmers due to technical difficulties related to crop management (e.g. sowing and harvest). In addition, no specific co-breeding programs to promote these systems have been developed yet. An example of pre-breeding efforts for companion crops was the EU project OSCAR which screened wheat germplasm for suitability to be grown with an associated living mulch. The goal here was to increase integration of living mulches, with an explicit focus on disease management while increasing system sustainability.14 In addition to the requirement of readjusting breeding targets, we should think about the genetic structure of varieties given that crop lines or hybrids are not necessarily the best 
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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genetic solution to maximize the productivity under mixed cropping systems. Indeed, many studies have shown varietal mixtures to be an option.5,10,16,17 
The high level of geographic specialization of agricultural systems (e.g. geographic separation between livestock and arable production) that has occurred in recent decades has led to a significant worldwide reduction in the number of crops available for cropping systems. This contributes to the homogeneity of agricultural products18 thereby leading to a shift in the global food supply chain, under the influence of industrial, financial and political forces. As a result, farmers focused on high-yielding and, in the short term, the most profitable crop varieties, which led to an increased adoption of short rotations or monoculture practices.19 One consequence is the dominance of few genetic crop lines in modern agriculture. Genetic uniformity is one of the greatest hazards leading to cropping system vulnerability and homogeneity resulting in yield stagnation,20 recurrent problems related to host resistance breakdown,21–23 and the development of pest resistance to pesticides.1 
To address these challenges and develop truly sustainable agriculture, several recent studies have emphasized the need for greater diversity in agriculture.9,24,25 Crop diversification can occur at different levels including the farming system, the cooperative or at the landscape level. Crop diversification should also include considerations for new cropping systems in space (inter- or mixed-cropping, landscape planning) and time (rotation).10,26,27 
Nevertheless, the limited range of market-driven crop varieties is a major obstacle to crop diversification. It hinders certain beneficial practices as, for example, there is a lack of choice of varieties that may be adapted to multiple cropping or intercropping strategies.18 Even for those crops that are widely grown and for which breeding investment is 
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significant, breeding criteria are still driven by the needs of conventional cropping systems mainly targeting agronomic performances, including yield potential, technological characteristics to meet requirements of downstream supply chains, and, to a lesser extent, pest resistance.28 Adaptation of varieties to different conditions can be costly within traditional breeding systems. Participatory methods involving farmers and employing modern information technology, to help in assessments and communication, may offer low-cost solutions. In addition, within-crop diversity buffers against environmental variance and generally leads to greater yield stability across environments.10,29–33 
Recently, “greening” became part of the EU agricultural policies (http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/direct-support/greening/index_en.htm). Green direct payments account for 30% of EU countries' direct payment budgets and farmers receiving an area-based payment have to adopt practices that benefit the environment and the climate. Currently they include: diversifying crops, maintaining permanent grassland and dedicating 5% of arable land to 'ecologically beneficial elements' ('ecological focus areas'). Although the objectives of ‘greening’ are not to promote IPM, more diversified cropping systems, more grassland and ‘ecological focus areas’ could  contribute to the adoption of IPM and reduce the reliance on conventional pesticides. Given the strategic role of breeding in the competitiveness of crops and their adaptation to more diversified cropping systems, there is a need to assess to what extent breeding strategies and programs should consider IPM measures. This should be done at the plant level (e.g. disease resistance) and also by considering other components of cropping systems with a special focus on crop diversification. This could be set in combination with other technical or organizational innovations such as breeding new varieties adapted to innovative technical guidelines for low input of pesticides, minimized need for irrigation, 
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crop diversification by mixing varieties or species or population breeding, and new guidelines for tree pruning). Breeding approaches focused on adaptation to intercropping, above-ground versus below-ground crop-weed competition, competitiveness of minor crops, and deployment of varieties at the landscape level are promising for IPM.  
Another aim could be breeding for crops that have potential for push-pull effects or that have higher allelopathic potentials against weeds. However, a low market size is an obstacle for such crops to be adopted; cultivation (and thus breeding) of minor crops needs to be justified economically. Growing a greater number of crops may require access to more machinery, storage and knowledge. It is vital that growers see a return on their investment and the end-market requirements will have a massive influence on this. If the risks outweigh the potential return then the new crop will not be adopted. Therefore, measures improving the economic attractiveness and ultimate acceptance of crops requiring less pesticides are needed.  This means reducing obstacles to growing mixtures (e.g. for products intended for feed or processing); using minor crops to improve the overall ecological services of the system; and encouraging public breeders to focus on minor crops. To support such initiatives appropriate policies and adapted regulations will be required.5 
While mixed farming (i.e. livestock and crops) and/or diversified cropping systems have a strong potential to reduce reliance on conventional pesticides, such cropping systems also raise major questions and challenges for breeders including how to: i) adapt assessment parameters of varieties replacing performance in pure stands with the performance in mixed stands; ii) look for optimal interaction between two (or more) co-planted species/varieties; iii) integrate or develop knowledge on plant-plant interactions 
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which is helpful to design plant ideotype and trait combination; iv) optimize screening and phenotyping methods, in order to deal with their dimensionality (e.g. species (variety) 1 X species (variety) 2 combinations); and v) adapt the spatial designs of nurseries so that assessed plant interactions reflect the real conditions occurring in farmer’s fields.34,35 
3.4. Adopt new breeding techniques in IPM breeding programs 

Breeding is still strongly dominated by “the uniformity paradigm” seeking for dominant and universal plant characteristics adapted to the dominant cropping systems. From mass or genealogical selection, the breeding methods have strongly evolved, integrating now molecular tools and in vitro culture. Marker-assisted selection has evidently improved the efficiency of traditional breeding for monogenic and polygenic traits. For example, back-cross assisted by markers is of special importance for the incorporation of characteristics from wild crop relatives or landraces into modern crops.5,36 Presently, genomic selection is integrated by most breeding companies to further accelerate the genetic gains in their breeding programs. Markers can also be used to assess and verify diversity in heterogeneous populations for unequivocal identification and to ensure maintenance of diversity that is difficult to assess phenotypically. 
As discussed above, most breeding programs of private seed companies or public research institutes are rooted in the DUS and VCU criteria that lead respectively to the selection of i) single genotype (and ideotype) within a variety, and ii) very similar ideotypes in the registered varieties, as they are all selected for the same standardized and high input target agronomic environment. In the face of climate change and ever changing pest populations, it is not likely that a single plant genotype can fulfill all requirements of a resilient variety. These requirements may include: tolerance to limited 
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or excessive water, heat or cold, and resistance to many different pests that will increase in variability with increasing climatic variation. Therefore, a trait-based breeding approach that relies on the selection of multiple and varied combinations of plant functional traits (i.e., the conception and development of multispecies/cultivar ideotype) and takes into account species/cultivar assemblies associated with plant adaptation to various stresses (both abiotic and biotic) may have a strong potential to promote IPM breeding.35 
The first projects addressing the combination of phenotyping with breeding for crop diversity are underway.27 This type of selection requires research to be conducted in a diversity of environments. Experiments on the effects of varying environments compared to more constant environments on wheat composite cross populations indicate that populations exposed to variable environments over 5 years performed remarkably stable in two very contrasting years.37–39 Traits that are difficult to assess (e.g. root systems, association with microorganisms) will come more into focus as they play an important role for crop adaptation in a given environment. 
To ensure the success of multiple trait-based breeding, breeders, farmers, crop physiologists and plant pathologists need to work together in testing the viability/validity of the trait-based approaches for resistance or tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. Detailed screenings using, where possible, modern high throughput phenotyping technology — e.g. for root systems40 but also simple laboratory techniques8 or associated microorganisms41 — are needed in addition to detailed field testing.  
Certain traits have a strong potential for IPM. For example, plant architecture can play an important role to reduce pest impacts.42,43 However, standard breeding practices limit potential benefits that could be obtained by the presence of variable traits within a given 
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field and/or landscape. Overall, erect plant varieties are preferred by standard breeding programs to improve light use efficiency, and reduce competition between plants, which goes against the need to manage weeds as it also decreases crop competitiveness with weeds. A mixture of architectures, in contrast, may increase shading of weeds. In addition, diversity in architecture can reduce relative humidity in the canopy due to better aeration and thus reduce certain diseases.44 Below ground interactions of variable root systems may contribute to weed control but also affect soil-borne diseases.45,46 Such results could pave the way to encourage the development of trait-based breeding approach thereby promoting IPM.  
4. Conclusions  

To date, all breeding technologies have been integrated under the same uniformity paradigm (i.e. development of the crop genotype performing in the best and dominant cropping system), to maximize market success. Plant breeding has resulted in numerous improved crop varieties in recent decades and, overall, traditional breeding (e.g. crossing, selection) remains an important activity for crop improvement. 
Breeding for IPM may benefit from breeding approaches adopted for both conventional and organic farming. However, a specific focus for IPM is needed when breeding plant varieties, including innovative diversified populations that can be used for crop diversification through rotation, intercropping and mixed-cropping. Trait-based breeding approaches have a key role to play to boost IPM uptake. Plant varieties bred for IPM have to go through multi-field location testing, a common practice in many large breeding programs. This will enable selection and adaptation for regional and site-specific conditions resulting in greater varietal diversity and increase resilience of cropping systems to abiotic and biotic stresses. Besides adjustments in breeding methods, there 
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will be a need for legal changes to the DUS paradigm if such breeding approaches have to be adopted in practical future breeding programs.  
Overall, breeding for IPM evoked here involves creating greater crop diversity, and more focus on locally adapted crop cultivars. The stated aim is to generate sustainable and adaptable cropping systems, and to reduce reliance on conventional pesticides. While such objectives are often also part of commercial breeding programs, the market driven practice largely neutralizes these efforts. However, for sustainable agriculture and IPM managed cropping systems these have a much higher significance for breeders, farmers and consumers to provide them safe and secure food. With the limited number of respondents to our questionnaire from nineteen countries, most likely components of IPM are not mentioned or covered in this paper that will also be important for successful IPM systems. Nevertheless, the recommendations made here, addressed to all stakeholders involved in breeding programs, should help in refocusing breeding efforts for future farming systems. 
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Box 1. Key differences between organic and IPM farming systems 

Organic farming

• Plant nutrition is a limiting factor because highly soluble mineral fertilizers are not allowed thereby changing disease dynamics (e.g. for some pathosystems, a plant with stunted growth has higher possibility of pathogen attacks than a plant in good growing shape).47, 48 
• The use of conventional (inorganic) pesticides is forbidden to manage epidemics. Growers have to rely on preventive measures or where available select non-synthetic/organic pesticides.  
• An incorrect decision concerning cropping practices (e.g. sowing date, plant density, inadequate cropping sequence) in most cases may not be easily corrected by using inorganic pesticides in case of epidemic development.  

Integrated Pest Management 

• Plant nutrition is not usually limiting as the judicious use of mineral fertilizers is allowed to improve crop growth. 
• Conventional pesticides can be used to manage epidemics, although as the last option.  
• If a wrong decision is made on cropping practices (e.g. sowing date or sequence, plant density), often, the error can be corrected by using inorganic pesticides. However, this could be also a drawback for IPM since, in such a case, chemical tools – which are generally used as a last option in IPM – may prevail over the non-chemical one.  
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Table 1. Relevant questions and multiple answers related to breeding for IPM asked through the questionnaire. The same respondent could provide more than one answer to the same question. In total, thirty-nine experts responded to the questionnaire. 
Question  

No. of Responses1 Percentage2
1. What is breeding for IPM? Breeding  targeting on sustainable pest  and disease resistance 27 69Breeding programs designed for organic/low-input farming or other more resilient farming systems 14 36It is about to combine/adapt breeding strategies with other agronomic practices 23 59Breeding whose targets are selected to facilitate implementation of IPM 19 49
2. Are there current R&D programs in Europe for breeding for IPM? Yes, there are 21 54No, there are not 7 18I don't know 11 28
3. For breeding for IPM, are there current R&D programs in your country? Yes, there are 23 59No, there are not 6 15I don't know 10 26
4. How can we promote “breeding for IPM” at the European level?Developing new breeding technologies as they are more prone to support IPM 17 44Changing the targets of existing technologies to facilitate IPM 11 28Developing specific varieties for specific pedo-climatic conditions (adaptation to local contexts) 17 44Co-design new variety development and IPM strategies 22 56Bringing together more resistance mechanisms in one cultivar to avoid resistance breaking by the pathogen 26 67
5. How can existing breeding technologies be integrated in a wider IPM context?Through improvements of crop agronomic traits together with pest resistance traits 34 87By supporting breeding for minor crops so as to promote diversification of crops 15 38Focusing on a better deployment strategies of existing partially resistant varieties 22 56
6. Which of the following takes higher priority in R&D programs that focus on breeding for IPM? Making plants more resistant 29 74
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Modifying plants to reduce pest pressure over time 18 46
7. Which of the following takes higher priority in R&D programs that focus on breeding for IPM?Diseases 34 87Animal pests (insects included) 19 49Weeds 12 31
8. Which of the following takes higher priority in R&D programs that focus on breeding for IPM?Tolerance 25 64Competitiveness at large to be part of diversification 13 33Weeds 1 3
9. On which type of breeding for crop diversification shall we focus?Intercropping (association, mixed crops) 12 31Multiple crops 11 28Crop rotation 29 741In total, 39 respondents provided their feedback to the questionnaire  2Calculated by the ratio between the number of responses obtained and the number of total respondents    
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Table 2. Breeding for Integrated Pest Management targets and their current implementation status in relation to organic and low-input farming. While host genetic resistance to disease has been well implemented (in green), other IPM leverages such as crop rotation and cover crops are only partially deployed (in yellow) to manage crop pests. The majority of IPM leverages still suffer from a complete lack of adoption (in red). Unlike breeding for IPM, several previous works have clearly highlighted ongoing programs and future directions for organic breeding.49,50  
IPM tools Biological/technical leverage Breeding target (ex. of traits) 

Current implementation status in breeding 
programs 

Conventional Organic Low-input 

Biological  

Host genetic resistance to diseases Disease/Pest resistant varieties (e.g. major race-specific R-genes and/or quantitative resistance) 
Done but resistance to seed-borne pests largely missing  

Some work done on resistance to seed-borne pests
Transfered from conventional

Better R-gene deployment on landscape Integration of R-gene rotation strategy in breeding schemes Largely absent Absent Absent 
Breeding for intraspecific diversity (Within-species and within-field diversification) 

Synthetic cultivars:Breeding for segregating and highly diverse populations for genes and mechanisms of pest resistance and tolerance Absent Absent Absent 
Cultivar mixtures:Breeding for synergistic cultivars for disease management  (e.g. R-genes+quantitative resistances + architecture) Largely absent Absent(but use of cultivar mixtures is common) Needed 
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Biological control through inoculation of natural enemies (e.g. hyper-parasites, fungi, bacteria or viruses, endophytic microbes into seed/planting material…)   + Trap crops (e.g. push-pull) 

Breeding for crop traits fostering biological control (e.g. architecture, exudates, olfactory landscapes) Absent Largely absent Needed 
Breeding for companion species fostering biological control Absent Absent Needed 

Cultural  
Rotation Breeding for resistance to pests specifically enhanced by a given preceding crop Mostly done  Done Needed 
Cover crops Breeding for cover-crop species that foster pest management, breeding for interspecific diversity Limited to resource screening Highly needed Highly needed 
Intercropping: change in major pathogens due to species mixtures Breeding for interspecific diversity, breeding for new disease resistances, synergistic species interactions (e.g. architecture, phenology,...) for pest control Absent Highly needed Highly needed 

Mechanical  Precision agriculture Breeding for crop characteristics (e.g. architecture, color, stem/root/collar resistance to mechanical pressure) compatible with new precision tools for weed management Absent Highly Needed (weed control) Highly Needed 
Chemical  Pesticides application Breeding for a better efficiency of pesticides: in complement to breeding for resistance, crop architecture and physiology, which can play an important role in fostering fungicides effects 

Absent or in initial stage Not applicable Needed 
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